MAVA PROGRAMME AT THE WORLD CONSERVATION CONGRESS

Besides the sessions and events listed below, the MAVA Foundation is also supporting the CALAO – Afrique de l’Ouest, Coalition des Acteurs du Littoral Afrique de l’Ouest Stand and the Post-2020 Partnership Pavilion, where insightful sessions will be held. Do not hesitate to look at the stands’ programmes on the WCC website!

Saturday 4 September

- **12:30-13:30** Streaming session at Forum Room H8 - 10 Alpilles
  Setting the Mediterranean Context

- **15:00-16:00** Conservation Finance Pavilion
  Opportunities of pooling of resources for Conservation Trust Funds

- **20:00-21:30 (TBC)** Online only, virtual channel 4
  Changing the game in multipartners cooperation for achieving lasting conservation impact at scale

Tuesday 5 September

- **11:00-12:00** Conservation Finance Pavilion
  Bridging private finance and conservation towards the 2030 action targets – an initiative by RedLAC and CAFÉ Maria Luisa Hernandez

- **13:00-14:00** Conservation Finance Pavilion
  How to implement local financial mechanisms in your protected area

- **16:00-17:00** Conservation Finance Pavilion
  CFA’s Conservation Finance Incubator: Lessons Learned and Launch of Round 2

Monday 6 September

- **09:30-10:30** Mediterranean Solutions Stand
  What “Nature Positive” and “Carbon Neutral” Means for the Mediterranean – A Joint Event with the Post-2020 Partnership Pavilion

- **11:00-12:00** Conservation Finance Pavilion
  Conservation Trust Funds 2020
- **18:00-19:00 Mediterranean Solutions Stand**
  Mediterranean Partnerships’ Conservation Action Plans: their contribution to MAVA 27-year heritage

- **19:00-21:00 Mediterranean Solutions Stand**
  Social event: Celebrating 27 years of MAVA's presence in the Mediterranean

**Tuesday 7 September**

- **9:30-10:30 Mediterranean Solutions Stand**
  Overview of funding for biodiversity in the Mediterranean: The response from institutional bilateral and multilateral donors

- **11:00-12:30 Mediterranean Solutions Stand**
  Collaborative approaches to funding: donors and beneficiaries’ standpoints

- **11:30-12:30 Stand Comité français de l’UICN**
  Le Programme de Petites Initiatives : un levier d'influence pour la conservation de la biodiversité en Afrique (FR)

- **14:00-15:00 Conservation Finance Pavilion**
  Presentation of the evaluation of AFD/FFEM supports to CTFs

- **14:30-15:15 H3 Central stage B**
  Conservation trust funds in the Mediterranean (including launch by Prince Albert II of Monaco of the Highly Protected Mediterranean Initiative)

- **15:30-16:15 Mediterranean Solutions Stand**
  Regional small-grant programmes for conservation and civil society empowerment in the Mediterranean

- **16:15-17:00 Mediterranean Solutions Stand**
  Implementing financial mechanisms adapted to conservation needs in the Mediterranean

- **18:00-18:45 Mediterranean Solutions Stand**
  Take-home messages from the Mediterranean finance day

- **19:00-21:00 Mediterranean Solutions Stand**
  Social event: Mediterranean Donors Social event: Catching up with peers